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During the present time the problem, which is faced with netbooks, is experienced by CPUâ€™s
processing power utilized in smartphones and tablets. Though these works on a totally different
architecture, the matter remains that while viewing videos online, writing up e-mail or simply utilizing
IM applications, you would not be able to locate the difference. Therefore, can the Series of Sony
VAIO VPC-YB35KX/B maintain its ground? The Sony VAIO VPCYB35KX Notebook Computer- 11.6â€•
from Sony is energy-efficient, compact notebook computer created for computing throughout the
day. It can be operated up to five and half hours through a solitary battery charge, enabling you
utilize it for additional periods not taking any help from the power outlet.

The VAIO YB35KX/B appears somewhat generic being clad in grayish black plastic. An indifferent
passerby may mistake the same as an Asus PC Netbook. Unique Sony VAIO touches thrive if you
were familiar with about the exact place, like in the convex palm rest, slightly restricted raised
keyboard and rounded side hinges. The shining green power switch is inserted in right part of the
hinges, that becomes confusing sometime as you go on pressing the switch on the right portion of
the keyboard, that appear as a power switch, however, is actually the VAIO Assist Key. The left
portion of hinge is the place where the plug remains. This pokes out not blocking any ports of USB.

The unassuming keyboard has little keys along with ideal key travel, and some typing feel, which
appears like a Netbook. Screen brightness and volume are controlled through numbered keys
compared to dedicated buttons. A small type touch pad is there at the bottom and couple of discrete
buttons made of plastic below limit space further, to the place in which the surface of responsive
touch-pad is not big enough in comparison to two SD cards kept side by side.

Plenty of big elements are there regarding the Sony VAIO YB Series; however, taking complete
advantage of the same has never been done. Some of these advantages are the battery life and the
issue of memory. You can purchase the Sony VAIO VPCYIB35KX notebook computer within a price
range of four hundred seventy to four hundred eighty dollar. HD video playback, plenty of storage
space, the sheer looks and HDMI out may impress you. Moreover, if you consider that you would
use the gadget exceeding than four hours without plugging in, then you should carry the charger
along with you.
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